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PRESS RELEASE

LONG-HAUL TRAVEL SENTIMENT STAYS STRONG AND BODES WELL
FOR EUROPEAN TOURISM
Despite political tensions, struggling economies and fierce competition, travel sentiment towards
destinations in Europe remains positive for 2015. The first results of the Long-Haul Travel
Sentiment Survey, a new joint initiative of the European Travel Commission (ETC), the European
Tourism Association (ETOA) and the Eurail Group, show strong potential for growth in key longhaul markets. The survey is designed to provide the European tourism sector with early
indications on travel demand developments from key non-European markets.
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Brussels, 18 February 2015 - To best support the tourism sector facing uncertainties caused
by threats of terrorism and Eurozone economic instability, the European Travel Commission
(ETC), the European Tourism Association (ETOA) and the Eurail Group have jointly launched a
new research initiative that monitors travel sentiment in key extra-European markets: Brazil,
China, Japan, the Russian Federation and the USA.
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Based on 1,000 interviews in each market , every four months the Long-Haul Travel Sentiment
Survey monitors people’s intention to travel and captures key characteristics of their trip, travel
motivations and barriers included. Key results are regularly published to provide the tourism
sector with early indications on travel demand developments from the markets with the best
prospects for growth.
Key findings for 2015:
Long-haul travel sentiment is strongest in emerging markets: Two in three respondents from
Brazil and China are positive that they will take at least one trip outside Latin America and
Eastern Asia, respectively, in 2015.
Boosted by a strong economy and improved consumer spending, travel sentiment is
strong in the US. In this market, one in two respondents plans to travel outside North America
this year.
Hard economic times continue to affect Japan: The picture looks gloomier for the Japanese
market, where only three respondents out of ten plan to travel outside Eastern Asia.
Europe has a strong positioning in respondents’ minds: Of all the Brazilians, Chinese,
Japanese and Americans, who plan to travel to a long-haul destination in 2015, four in five plan to
visit a destination in Europe. France, Germany and Italy are confirmed as top of mind destinations
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A stratified sample is used in each market to reflect the travel population.

across all markets. Portugal stands out as a must-see destination for Brazilians, while the United
Kingdom is favoured by Americans.
Europe remains high on Russians’ travel wish list despite economic turbulence:
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Respondents from the Russian Federation, surveyed on their intention to travel abroad , remain
optimistic that they may afford travel later in the year, despite a deepening economic crisis and
weakening currency. 60% of the respondents plan to travel internationally in 2015, of which four
in five plan a trip to Europe.
Brazilians and Chinese willing to travel off-peak
The survey also sheds light on travel sentiment over different tourism seasons. As would be
expected from the typical seasonal pattern of Europe’s tourism demand, travel sentiment for the
first four months of 2015 is lower than at other times of the year. Respondents from emerging
markets - Brazil and China - remain more eager to travel longer distances between January and
April 2015 than respondents from the US and Japan. Most of these prospective travellers still
have a European country as their main destination. The majority of Brazilians, Chinese and
American respondents who planned a trip to Europe between January and April 2015 will visit the
region for the first time. From Japan, intention to travel to Europe is strongest among repeat
visitors.
In the Russian market travel sentiment in early 2015 is exceptionally low (one in four respondents
plans a trip abroad), despite the long Russian Christmas holidays coinciding with this period. The
results of the Long-Haul Travel Sentiment Survey clearly reflect Russian respondents’ low
confidence in economic improvements in the near term, though as the survey data indicates, the
aspiration to visit Europe later in the year is still there. In this market, it is also interesting to note
that the majority of respondents who plan a visit to Europe have already visited the region before.
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In all markets, the survey monitors respondents’ intention to travel outside the region of residence (e.g.
North America for the USA). The only exception is the Russian Federation, where intention to travel outside
the Commonwealth of Independent States is measured.

The next release on the Long-Haul Travel Sentiment Survey will be available in May 2015 and
aims to capture travel sentiment for key markets for the period May-August 2015.
About the Long-Haul Travel Sentiment Survey
The Long-Haul Travel Sentiment Survey captures people’s intention to travel to medium and long
haul destinations, their motivations and barriers to travel, as well as key characteristics of their
trip. The survey is meant to gauge travellers’ attitudes and intentions, and is not meant to quantify
prospect demand levels. A stratified sample is used to represent the travel population in each
market. Full results are available to the members of partner organisations only, and key results
will be regularly made available through the website of partner organisations.

More information is available at ETC’s corporate website under the following link: www.etccorporate.org.

Note to editors:
The European Travel Commission is an association of National Tourism Organisations (NTOs). It was
created in 1948 to promote Europe as a tourism destination to the long-haul markets outside Europe,
originally in the USA and later in Canada, Latin America and Asia. It currently has 33 member NTOs,
including 8 from outside the European Union.
Europe is the world's No. 1 tourist destination with 588 million international arrivals and more than 50% of
the market share of worldwide tourism.
The Long-Haul Travel Sentiment Survey is based on 1000 interviews conducted in each market every four
months. The stratified sample is representative of the travel population. The survey is not meant to quantify
prospect demand levels.
The Long-Haul Travel Sentiment survey and index are a joint initiative of the European Travel Commission
(ETC), the European Tourism Association (ETOA) and the Eurail Group and is realised by TCI Research.
Private companies and public organisations, who are interested in joining this initiative, are kindly invited to
contact Ms Stefanie Gallob (ETC): stefanie.gallob@visiteurope.com.

Contact: ETC Executive Unit - Rue du Marché aux Herbes 61 - 1000 Brussels - BELGIUM.
T: + 32 2 548 9000 F: + 32 2 514 1843 e-mail: press@visiteurope.com
For further information: the ETC’s corporate website www.etc-corporate.org is aimed at industry,
government and educational personnel interested in tourism to Europe.
Tourists seeking travel-specific information and ideas are directed to the ETC’s consumer portal
www.visiteurope.com.

